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Partyin’ Before the Holidays
By Carly
Time seems to have a
mind of its own. Sometimes, the days and weeks
seem to fly by and you’re
left wondering where it
all went. Other times, it
drags out the days and
seems to put what you’re
waiting for just out of
reach, taunting you as the
days slowly unfold. The
last week of school before break means a lot of
anticipation, anxiety, excitement, and a whole lot
of other emotions. People
wanted a simple, enjoyable solution to all of their
heightened emotions. The
O’School Holiday Party

provided this and may
The last week of
have made that week go a school before Christmas
bit faster than Time origi- can be very hectic. Stunally planned.
dents and staff leave early

Santa brought something for everyone
Photo by YDC Staff

Continued on page 5

Solving the Mystery of the Yellow Door
By Kevin

The traditional gateway continues
Photo by YDC Staff

We all have heard the classic directions to
the O’ School. “Take a few lefts a few rights
and stop at the yellow door.” Well there’s
more to that door than just yellow paint. That
door traces back to the founder of our school,
Bruno Bettelheim.
Bruno Bettelheim lived from 1903-1990.
He published 16 books and other forms of
written works. He was able to leave Europe
before the Holocaust truly began. By 1939 he
was in the United States of America. Bruno
Bettelheim was a revered psychologist who
wanted an alternate living environment for
kids. Thus the Orthogenic School was born.
Fact or legend, what the yellow door now
stands for is unquestionable. As the story
Continued on next page
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goes, in Nazi controlled Europe, non-Jewish people
would paint their door bright yellow to tell Jews it
was safe for them. Bettelheim wanted to let people
know this was a safe school and it to be seen from a
distance that it was a safe haven.
Through hours of research the exact history of the
significance of the yellow door is still unclear. No record can be found that yellow doors signified safety
during the Holocaust. It may be an oral history since
the Nazis burned all of the Jewish records. Or it may
be that it was never written down for safety reasons;
obviously those involved would not want the Nazis
to discover their secret points of solace.
Though the origins of the yellow door are uncertain,
throughout the full 75 years of this school, everyone has heard the story of the yellow door. You usually hear it on your first visit to the O’ School. You
think little of it at the time but it’s always there. Pete,
who has worked at the school for almost 25 years,
has worked with staff and students that have worked
with Bettelheim and they have carried the story of
the yellow door from generation to generation.
When asked what the yellow door means to him
Pete remarked, “For me the yellow door means home.
I’ve lived here for 9 years and worked here for almost
25. And people around me feel like family.”
Yellow is a color that evokes mental clarity, perception, understanding, wisdom, confidence, curiosity,
humor and merriment, according to houzz.com. So
having the yellow door is a good fit for a school of
this kind. So, the yellow door is more than something you just walk through. If you believe the story,
and many do, or if you just find a home here, it is an
entrance to hope.

Follow the yellow brick road, or yellow door.
Photo by YDC Staff
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An “ Independent” Outing

By Sebastian

O’School

The Students of the Sonia Shankman Orthogenic
School are lucky to have the privilege of having Independent Outings, commonly known as IO’s. After
having 2 hours of Alone Time and meeting dorm requirements, you may apply for IO’s. Only a handful of
students have IO’s.
Students with IO’s typically are transitioning. IO’s are
basically an outing by yourself without having to drag
your whole dorm with you. Isn’t the idea of being by
yourself for an amount of time outside the school nice?
Allison, the 2nd floor ADR, shared that to get IO’s, a
residential student needs to be responsible and must
have at least 2 hours of Alone Time. They must be using
their Alone Time regularly and responsibly, and have
been at the school for at least 6 months. They must be
working hard on their Treatment Plan as well. Also they
can’t have any incidents of Physical Aggression.
The process of earning IO’s begins with having Alone
Time. Just like Alone Time, it requires you to write
an application. The dorms have different rules for the
Free! For about thirty minutes...
length of stay before you can get IO’s, but it is consistent
Photo by YDC Staff
that IO’s start at the Midway then typically progress to
57th Street and eventually beyond 57th street.
to have a functioning cell phone
California students can’t earn IO’s because the state of California says if you are planning on having an
residential students should be supervised at all times in the community. IO farther than the Midway. You
This may be a limitation, but it doesn’t need to be a setback for Califor- also need to have good behavior.
nians. While in the dorm or TLC you can still work on your Independent That means being trustworthy and
Living Skills and earn Alone Time.
respectful. You can’t take IO’s afThe only people with IO’s that go farther than 57th street are in TLC. ter dark, and two students are not
Typically people in TLC can have IO’s from the Midway to about 47th allowed to take IO’s at the same
Street within reasonable amounts of time. The typical places they go to place.
are the Midway, Press Building and the International house. Places people
You may ask what you can do with your IO’s during winter. If you have
tend to go include the Medici and Subway. Past 57th street there are more the highest level of IO’s, you could take public transportation, (CTA), to
places that are more need-oriented, like Walgreen’s and Treasure Island.
places like 47th street or the city, although you would need to fork out
Julia Somerville, the TLC Dorm Manager, stated that TLC has their about $3-$5 to take CTA. Some People take the risk of sticking it out in
own way of running their IO Privileges. In the dorm you typically have to Hyde Park and brace for the tough challenge of walking in temperatures
apply for IO’s. In TLC you don’t need to apply for IO’s. If you had IO’s in of 27°F. Another option for an a IO during the winter is the skating rink
the Dorm they would typically carry over to TLC. Also, TLC students on the Midway. The admission is free, but a pair of skates runs you about
are required to participate in activities in the community, and counselors $6.00. The hours for free skating are Monday - Friday, 12 - 7 p.m., Satcan’t always be with them.
urday, 1 - 9 p.m. and Sunday, 12 - 7 p.m. You can also try sledding on the
There are a couple of requirements for having IO’s in TLC. You have Midway.

Editorial: Social Etiquette Plays a Role at the O’School

By YDC Staff

Social etiquette, what is that? Social etiquette includes the norms of behavior for
a social setting. When talking about social
etiquette you can be talking about a variety of norms whether it is personal hygiene,
table manners, personal space or conversation skills. When it comes to having friends
and making connections with others, these
rules of behavior can be very important and,
therefore, are a big focus at the O’School.
When it comes to connecting with oth-

ers, personal hygiene, or taking care of your
physical self, is an important factor. Brushing your teeth, showering daily, and just
really taking care of your body will make
people more likely to want to spend time
with you. Sometimes people have a hard
time with showering and believe that not
showering doesn’t have affect on others;
the reality is that it really does. It is something necessary for everyone to do on a
daily basis, especially when they live with

others and want to have friends.
When eating with others at the O’School,
there are some important things to remember about etiquette. First, you have
to socialize appropriately. It is important
to keep your attention at the table you are
sitting at. People might feel ignored or excluded if you are focusing on other groups
of people or just something else entirely.
Also, if someone from another table happens to look your direction and finds you
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Getting
to
Know
the
Bearded
Gentleman
By Thomas
With so many staff working at our school
,unless you work with them personally you
might not really know all of them. Tom
Griffett is one of the math teachers at the
Sonia Shankman Orthogenic School. He
was born in a suburb outside of London
called Bromley. Tom moved to a town
near Leeds before his first birthday and
spent the rest of his childhood living there.
When Tom was growing up, he loved playing games. Tom also loved watching tennis, playing badminton, skateboarding and
windsurfing.
As Tom became older, he started to grow
his love for soccer and supporting the soccer
team Leeds United. When Tom was nearly
a billion seconds old (see if you can figure
that one out) he moved to Chicago where
he has lived since. When Tom was living
in Chicago, he started to watch football
and baseball. Every once in a while Tom
likes going to a Chicago Fire Game. In his
free time,Tom enjoys playing flag Football,

soccer, and WhirlyBall. Besides playing sports, some things that Tom enjoys
doing are playing Magic the Gathering,
playing some sport video games and
watching all types of live music.
Tom’s favorite foods growing up were
pizza and lasagna. Even though Tom
still enjoys pizza and lasagna, he has explored some other cuisines and he would
say that Indian food is his favorite food.
Some of Tom’s favorite Indian foods are
maybe a pathia or a rogan josh. “With
moving to Chicago I’ve been able to try
lots of new food that I’ve never had before says Tom.”
The man behind the math.
Photo by YDC Staff
When asking Tom what he misses
about his home land, he said “Besides
esting people and I feel this is evidence why
the family and friends I really miss having
when we have some free time we should
the country and rolling hills around me.”
take the time to get to know our teachers.
He also says that he doesn’t really miss his
TV shows because they also show them
over here in America.
Tom and all the staff here are very inter-

Editorial: Social Etiquette Plays a Role at the O’School

By YDC Staff

Continued from page 3

staring at them, whether you’re thinking about them or not, they
could very possibly feel uncomfortable. Be polite to those around
you. Speak loud enough for them to hear you, but not so loud that
the whole room can hear you. Say please and thank you, and try
not to get irritated if someone doesn’t hear you the first time you
ask for something. If people are talking, wait for a natural break
in the conversation before interrupting and listen before you join.
This will likely make people more willing to include you in the
conversation, and therefore less awkward moments.
How you physically behave at the table is also important. You
should know that silverware is not for nibbling on. In between
bites, it is polite to set down your utensils. Don’t take food with
your fingers, especially from a plate that others take from. If you
are asked to pass something, like a fork or spoon, touch only the
handle, not the part they eat with. Simply put, do not put your
hands where a mouth will be. Also, don’t lick your fingers or scrape
plates to try and get every last crumb. Table manners can say a lot
about a person and can have a lot to do with whether or not others want to eat meals with you. It is important that you have good
etiquette.
The O’School is stickler for people’s personal space. Since certain students come from different walks of life and people may
have issues with personal space based on their experiences in the
past. Some people need more personal space than others. Personal

Space can be violated in many ways. At the Orthogenic School, the
staff takes personal space into consideration in establishing rules
and guidelines. Although we may want to give one of our peers a
hug because they had a bad day, giving a hug is considered invading that person’s personal space. Respecting someone’s personal
space is important for building friendships and relationships.
When hanging out with friends or even people you don’t really
know, it’s important to know basic social boundaries. You should
be aware and sensitive to what other people have going on in their
lives. For example, if someone has just lost a loved one such as a
grandparent, you don’t start talking about the great time you had
picking strawberries with your grandparents last weekend. Be
mindful and respectful of peoples contact information as well. If
someone gives you their contact information, don’t go calling or
messaging them all day through the night. They may have other
things to get done that are more important than a “jk” or “lol,” and
no one likes to be stalked. Aside from this, don’t share their information with other people unless they ask you to.
So remember, social skills are a key to a healthy relationship or
productive social gathering. If you want to have friends and be a
part of the social scene, pay attention to how you care for yourself,
behave at the table, respect others space, and manage conversation;
your friends will appreciate the effort.
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Partyin’ Before the Holidays

By Carly

Time seems to have a mind of its own. Some- big gym for dinner.
times, the days and weeks seem to fly by and
Matt, a student in the
you’re left wondering where it all went. Other Bulls, shared what he did
times, it drags out the days and seems to put while he waited for dinwhat you’re waiting for just out of reach, taunt- ner. “I played Pokémon
ing you as the days slowly unfold. The last week on my Nintendo DS.” In
of school before break means a lot of anticipa- the Phoenix, Carly turned
tion, anxiety, excitement, and a whole lot of oth- 18 and the dorm casually
er emotions. People wanted a simple, enjoyable passed the time talking
solution to all of their heightened emotions. The and laughing. Next door
O’School Holiday Party provided this and may in the Starz, there was a
have made that week go a bit faster than Time dorm celebration. Katie
originally planned.
B. said, “We did a Secret
The last week of school before Christmas can Santa gift exchange, but
be very hectic. Students and staff leave early not everybody did it befor winter break, and students try to get all of cause it was optional. But
their homework done so they don’t have to it was a lot of fun.” The
worry about it while at home. Teachers try to Broncos had unstructured
get caught up on all of the grading they have time to chill and clean
to do. The Thursday before the break starts, the up before dinner. With
entire school, staff and students, gather to cel- adrenaline from his perebrate the holidays. It is the last time that group formance, Tyler “did some more yo-yo tricks.
will be in the same place at the same time until Everybody just kind of did their own thing.”
the new year. “The idea behind the holiday party The Penguins kept up with school work during
is that it is an opportunity for our school com- some study hall time. The Gryphons spent some
munity to celebrate the start of the holiday and time hanging out in the Broncos dorm. And in
the close of another year. This is why it always TLC, “We basically just sat and talked. Hung
takes place the day before the two week break,” out. I took a nap,” Iva simply stated . Kevin D.
says Michelle Z.
turned 19 and helped Coach Frank set up the
Thursday, December 22, was the second to last big gym for the holiday feast.
day of school in 2011. The O’School has an anAt about 5:40, we were given the “okay” to go
nual celebration of the holidays that eases the ahead and head over. Several teachers and theracruel effects of Time’s everlasting joke. Being pists were stationed behind the buffet table to
the night before everyone goes home, it gen- serve dinner to everyone. Diana Kon began with
erally would be full of anticipation. However, a toast and everybody raised their glasses and
a talent show, Santa, and a very special dinner took the first sip of the sparkling grape juice.
took our minds off of the visit and kept us in
The kitchen put a lot of time and effort into
the here and now. Sarah, a Phoenix counselor, this celebratory meal. There was a week of planwas very excited about the talent show, “It’s my ning out dishes and ordering the necessary infavoritest day of the year!”
The talent show starts the afternoon festivities. The foreign language students sang
34	
  
Christmas carols in the language they are
35	
  
studying as the audience got settled in to
their seats. There were all kinds of acts, from
30	
  
skits to yo-yoing to musical performances.
25	
  
The audience showed nothing but support
and positive encouragement for each of the
20	
  
students who participated in the talent show.
10	
  
15	
  
For the last act, Coach’s Crew sang Santa
5	
  
Claus is Comin’ to Town before welcoming
10	
  
a special guest, Santa Claus.
5	
  
Traditionally, each student at the Ortho0	
  
genic School receives a gift from Santa. Each
of the students got a book from Santa and
	
  
Santa	
  
Dinner	
  
then returned to their dorms to find their
Talent	
  Show	
  
dinner invitations. Time was in control as we
all anxiously waited to be called over to the

Talents come out of hiding...
Photo by YDC Staff

gredients, and then four or five hours of cooking
earlier in the day. “It is a lot of work, but we do
it because we love working here,” Grace comments on preparing the meal. “We hope it was
appreciated.”
After everyone felt like they were going to explode from eating the delicious food, Michelle
Zarrilli began the tradition of The Twelve Days
of Christmas. Each of the twelve tables set up in
the gym were assigned one verse from the song,
creating a song formed from a collage of voices.
During this all-school event, people seemed to
temporarily forget their worries, and Time and
its sadistic habits seem to be left behind. There
was nothing but talent, immense amounts of
food, and light-hearted holiday spirits as everyone joined each other for the annual O’School
holiday party.

What was your favorite
part of the talent show?
6	
  

6	
  

"Singing	
   	
  
"The	
  12	
   No	
  Answer	
  
Days	
  of	
  
Christmas"	
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Santa Strikes Again
By Kevin D.

After the talent show of the O’ School,
something wonderful happens. Santa
comes to town! He delivers the children
books for them to read to their hearts desire. He calls them up to give them a hand
shake or even the occasional hug!
There is a somewhat complicated process
that goes into the choosing and delivering
the books. First base-class teachers make
suggestions as to what book or book topic
each student would enjoy. The choice is
then brought to life as the Board of Directors takes these ideas and buys the books
for the children. These books are delivered
to Santa. Then he delivers them to all the
good little boys and girls
The process of delivering the books is
simple. As he calls out their name, the student comes out to receive the book. The
jolly, red-suited, white-bearded man chuckles and gives
students a handshake and wishes them a good holiday.
An important person to remember to thank is Joanne
Steinbeck. She is a board member of the school, and believe it or not, the niece of Sonia Shankman! Joanne is

Were you surprised to
see Santa this year?
	
  

No	
  
Answer	
  
3%	
  

	
  
Yes	
  
20%	
  

No	
  
77%	
  

Teachers help serve dinner Santa braught
Photo by YDC Staff

the person who actually purchases the books for Santa
to deliver. He is so busy at that time of year, that even
though he can make the personal appearance, he needs
a little help in the gift gathering.
When asked why books and not toys are distributed,
Michelle Z. said, “Books often speak to a person’s interests in a more thoughtful way than a gadget or toy.
They are also the things that we hang on to for much of
our life and can elicit all kinds of memories whether we
read them again, page through them or just glance at
them on our bookshelves. It is our hope that each book
can be this for the students who receive them.”
Peter said even though he has not read his book, he
is enjoying it just the same. This proves Michelle Z.’s
point that books can be meaningful in more than just
the reading aspect.
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The Death of a Gorilla
By John

Nothing out of the ordinary stands out as a problem for Lincoln
Park Zoo. Since a gorilla was an infant like a baby human, a softer
skull left her prone to injury.
Zoo pathologists discovered a skull fracture due to head trauma.
The mother gorilla Bana was given time with her dead baby to
make it better for her as a first-time mother. The father Kwan is a
22-year-old silverback. This birth of a Western lowland gorilla was
the first in 6 years for the zoo.
A necropsy, the equivalent of an autopsy, was performed on the
animal. The baby lived for 9 days until she died. The baby had not
been named yet.

Neither of these gorillas are alive.
Photo by YDC Staff

Redline is Repaired

By John

work yet most O’School students are there for leisure activities.
As a whole, the Red Line has a more immediate affect on Hyde
Park. The Red Line only travels within a specific part of the city.
As part of the CTA the Red Line is funded by Chicago. People’s
commutes and funds are affected by these repairs. People are
mixed on the situation.
The CTA has OK’d new rail cars on the Red Line. Many students are affected by this situation. 5000-series rail cars will come
into play. The newer cars include multiple security cameras.
There will be LED signs for stops, date, time, and travel route.
The costs on the new cars are $1.137 billion. Federal funds total
$150 million while the remaining costs are covered by bonds and
sales tax receipts.
The renewal will strive to make trains, in general, more efficient.
The new redline accepts CTA passes.
Areas where the trains slow for safety concerns are to be reworked.
Photo by YDC Staff
Officials in Springfield and Washington are being worked with to
ensure funding.
There should be progress starting spring of 2012. The project
The CTA Red Line will be undergoing changes. The customers has a large impact on students all over Chicago. Some school
of the Red Line are urged to focus on what matters and be patient. administrations are providing financial backing. $646 million is
The O’School students frequently use the CTA on outings. The being invested in the Red Line. Federal funds will cover $150
current state of the CTA is an ongoing issue depending on how million. The state has to provide the rest of the funds.
frequently it is used and to what extent. Some use the CTA for
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Remembering Maggie Daley

By Aidan

The times are few and far apart that we have a true
hero in our midst – a person who gives selflessly to others, and champions the causes that benefit the people
who need it most. Maggie Daley was nothing less than
a hero.
Margaret Corbett Daley was an inspiration to all. She
founded and funded numerous organizations to benefit
Chicago, including Gallery 37 and After School Matters, many of which focused on improving conditions
for adolescents.
Whether we entirely acknowledge it or not, the former Mrs. Mayor of Chicago has had a direct impact on
the O’School. With Gallery 37 open to the O’School,
she has directly influenced the development of some
O’School students.
Gallery 37 is a job-training program founded by Maggie Daley and Lois Weisberg. It emphasizes developing the artistic talents of Chicago youth ages 14 to 21.
Students have a chance to work with professional artists in fields such as Literary Arts, Culinary Arts, Dance,
Visual & Media Arts, and Opera Workshop & Theater.
At the end of the program, students receive payment for
their work. Gallery 37 is currently run by After School
Matters, which was co-founded by Maggie Daley.
Before she was Mrs. Mayor of the Windy City, she was
a homegrown Pittsburg girl. She received her bachelor’s
in history from University of Dayton, Ohio, and has
honorary degrees from Columbia College in Chicago
and the Catholic Theological Union. When she met her
husband, Richard Daley – who she met while he was
campaigning for the IL Senate – her future life would
be changed forever.
She was a fighter; there is no doubt about that. She
battled breast cancer for 9 years, head held up high all
the way, but what makes her battle even more important
is that she empathized with other cancer fighters and
survivors. She always connected with them, and helped
them in whatever way she could.
Her campaign for better adolescent development didn’t
falter because of this; it simply expanded to include the
fight to end breast cancer as well. One of the ways she
assisted other women fighting the same fight was when,
last year, she provided a majority of the funding to open
the Maggie Daley Center for Women’s Cancer Care at
Northwestern Memorial Hospital.
She was, though, above all else, a mother. She cared
very much about her children, and was often considered

After School Matters –High school students
get PAID to make art? Sweet.
Photo by YDC Staff
a mother to all of Chicago; some lovingly referred to her
as “Mother Superior,” due to the way she essentially raised
Chicago itself for several years, as if all Chicagoans were her
Continued on next page
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children.
Despite having been actively involved in politics, she “always had the time
to simply be our mother,” said her son, Patrick Daley, in an interview with
the Chicago Sun Times. Patrick is one of Maggie’s 3 children (Patrick, Nora,
and Elizabeth), to whom she has been a caretaker… but also a dealer of tough
love. Patrick also said in the interview that she always cared for her children,
but she was “far from being a softie.” As a grandmother, however, she moved
“from tough love and discipline to tenderness and indulgence.”
Maggie Corbett and Richard M. Daley were married in 1972, and had 4
children. The aforementioned 3 (Patrick, Nora, and Elizabeth) survived to
the present, while the 4th, Kevin, died at age 33 months due to health problems related to spina bifida. I’m sure she couldn’t be happier to be with her
little boy again.
After 68 years of living, our Mother Superior left us on Thanksgiving
2011. She will be missed… but there is no doubt that she would rather have
us remember how she lived as opposed to how she died.
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Have you participated in or want
to participate in Gallery 37?

Occupy!

By Thomas

We are the 99% and we will not remain silent say
the protestors. Occupy is a peaceful protest that was
created to protest economic inequality, corporate
greed and influence of corporations. Occupy first
started on Wall Street and then spread from Wall
Street to Chicago and other communities. According to Sam Abrahamson, Occupy has spread from
Wall Street to all over the world because the message of it resonates with the common people. Occupy Chicago is located at the corners of Jackson
and LaSalle in the financial district. Occupy Chicago has been occupying Chicago for more than 80
days as of December 12, 2011.
Occupy Chicago is in a unique situation compared to Occupy Wall Street because Occupy
Chicago does not have a permanent place to stay
and protest. “To have a permanent place to protest
means that people are able to camp out and have
tents with them to protest throughout the whole
day free of the threats of being arrested or ticketed
by the police,” says Sam.
As of December 1, 2011 occupy has occupied
2,686 communities around the world. 600 of the communities are
within the United States. Occupy Chicago is one of the first occupies to make official demands. Some of the demands are to repeal

Students Occupying the O’School...I
hope they aren’t tardy.
Photo by YDC Staff
George Bush’s tax cuts and the prosecution of Wall Street criminals. Another request of Occupy Chicago is that college student’s
debt will be paid off,
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National/ World
Parentification
By Carly

Typically, the parent or guardian is the breadwinner in a
family. Sometimes it’s the mother, sometimes it’s the father
that provides his or her family with monetary stability. More
recently, however, teenagers have assumed more adult
responsibilities and have needed to grow up faster for various
reasons. Children as young as 8 years old have needed to step
up and care for their parents. Parents these days are urging their
kids to “reach adulthood” faster than ever.
One of the leading causes of childhood adults is parental
deficiency. More and more families are being classified as
dysfunctional. Often times these families have workaholic,
alcoholic, or single parents who make themselves their
number one priority over the child. The parent focuses more
on themselves and neglects their child, otherwise known as
hurting by omission. In these cases, the child act like an adult
and has many responsibilities. There are cases, however, where
the child actually takes the role of parenting.
Student AND Breadwinner?!
Children often feel responsible for caring for their parents,
By YDC Staff
especially if it means receiving approval and affirmations.
This leads to parentification of the child, which is when “a forms unrealistic expectations.
child takes on roles and responsibilities traditionally reserved There are many results of the parentification process, majority
for adults,” according to Dr. Lisa Hooper of University of of them being emotional. The affected child often reacts
Alabama. Due to the early assumption of the caretaker role, the in a more negative manner if his or her additional tasks go
child feels as though they have been robbed of their childhood. unrecognized. On the other hand, the child can feel a great
The child learns to ignore their own feelings and needs in order sense of accomplishment, satisfaction, and contribution by
to attempt to meet their parents’ needs. The parentified child lessening the stress of the parent. The child is reinforced by
sacrifices their needs for attention, comfort, and guidance in the parent for suppressing their own needs to meet those of the
order to accommodate and care for the needs of their parent. sibling or parent, leading to an adulthood full of self-sacrifice
Consequently, childhood development is interrupted and poor and people-pleasing. Effects can last through adolescence
relationships and attachment issues are formed.
and into adulthood. Feelings of shame and guilt can become
There are two different types of parentification; instrumental overpowering and interfere with the ability to form healthy
and emotional. Instrumental parentification is when the child relationships, impacting interaction patterns and levels of
tries to be useful to the parent in more tangible or concrete attachment. The child’s self esteem and age-appropriate
ways such as cooking meals, caring for siblings, completing behaviors are affected as well. Studies show that there is a
household chores, and doing other tasks. Emotional correlation between parentification and anxiety disorders, as
parentification manifests into the parental child acting as the well as other mental health problems, such as depression or
parent’s confidant or main emotional support. They often act substance abuse.
as a peacemaker in the family and reduce levels of anxiety by
On a more tangible level, these children are susceptible to
relieving the parent of some responsibility. The parent becomes growing into work-addicted adults. They measure their selfaccustomed to the child picking up extra responsibilities and worth through level of performance because that is how they
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The Day When the NBA Was Locked Out
By Sebastian

The NBA was shut down temporarily over the summer and part
of the fall. The definition of a lockout is a when the employees can’t
work, due to a policy put in place by the employer, until they reach
certain agreements. So that means that the NBA was in a lockout
type of situation.
This is the 4th time in the NBA that this has happened. Its first
lockout was from July1, 1995, until September 12, 1995. There was
one on July 10, 1996, that lasted for about two hours. The third one
was on July 1, 1998, and lasted to January 20, 1999.The most recent
one was on July 1, 2011.
The lockout started with the players and the owner’s not being able
to agree on a contract. The NBA Commissioner David Stern had
seen enough so he simply said they needed to grow up and agree on

Bet that doesn’t bounce too well.
By YDC Staff

Parentification

something or there would be no more basketball. So they chose the
path ended that up with no more Basketball. This lockout made the
fans question an NBA season.
The reason why this all started is that the league wanted to cut the
players salary to help the struggling teams win more games. The
two main issues were the how to split the revenue and the salary
cap. The players wanted more money but the league wouldn’t allow it. If things stayed the same, the teams that were rolling in the
dough were guaranteed to win. The NBA wanted to split the revenue about 50-50,but the players would only go down to 54%. This
caused months of neogioating and eventually the lockout.
The players received about 57% of the league’s income before the
lockout actually started. June 30,2011 the players and the owners
had a day to agree on a deal before CBA (Collective Bargaining
Agreement) expired at midnight.
The outcome of this was the season was shortened to 66 games.
So this change in the amount of games was a huge factor. The first
game of the season is on Christmas. The Chicago Bulls and the Los
Angeles Lakers play.
After interviewing Tony, Academic Crisis Intervention, about the
NBA Lockout he stated that the players are making way too much
money for not performing very well and the contracts were out of
control. He also said it wasn’t really necessary for the shortened season if they made an agreement. He said the lockout would happen
again in 10 years when the agreement is up.
In the end, the NBA Season is on, so that means basketball even
though the season is shortened. It may help the struggling teams to
win more games. This lockout may be over, but more is to come. It
has been a rollercoaster for Basketball this year. That intense rollercoaster is finally over.

Have you had to take on the
responisbilities of your parents?

By Carly

were raised. A lot of resentment and disappointment towards
the parent builds over the years. The parentified child can hold
grudges because they were “robbed” of their childhood and
their parent was unable to care for them. Even if the child has
made any necessary amends to relationships with the parent
guilty of enlisting their child’s help, the child will continue to
deal with the lasting impressions made upon them during their
youth.
Some students here at the Orthogenic School may have either
experienced this personally or know some one who has. It is
important that people recognize the seriousness of the effects
that parentification has on a child. Recognition is important
because it is not a healthy way for youth to be raised.
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What is your favorite video game and why?
“I do not play video games. Somtimes I read.” – Ingrid

“MW3, Zoo Tycoon 2, Lego Batman
The Video Game” - Anonymous

“Just Dance series, Guitar Hero Serries, Mario Party 8” – Jaki

“Superman or Batman and X-Men or Super Mario 3D Land and Mario Kart 7
and Plants vs. Zombies” - Anonymous

“Sims 3. I love being able to control my
Sims and what they do.” – Cassidy

“Any Sonic game, because Sonic is just
that awesome.” - Anonymous

“Gears of War 1, because I blindfire
like a pro and make money” – Alex
“World of Warcraft” – Kevin E.

“Madden (football)” - Anonymous

“Mass Effect 2, because it’s one of the
only games that felt ‘real’ to me. Also,
big guns = funs!” – Michael

“Uncharted 3, because it’s like 21st century Indiana Jones.” - Aidan

“Resident Evil 5 ☺” - Anonymous
“Hmm… a lot, but I would have to say Zelda <3”
– Alexa“Kingdom Hearts; Because of the cinematic parts and the cleanness of the graphics,
also the scope and depth of it.” - Anonymous
“Madden iz because it’s sick
dude.” - Anonymous

“Zelda Ocarina of Time, Zelda Twilight
Princess, Super Mario 64 DS” – Anonymous
“All of them. I can always find a creative way to lose.” – Anonymous
“Batman: Arkham Asylum because you get to
beat up criminals & The Joker.” – Anonymous
“Super Paper Mario; it’s the only game
I’m good at! :P)” – Anonymous

“Any ones that are violent” - A secret person

“Skyrim (big surprise, huh?). I mean seriously,
what’s not to like about it?” – Anonymous

“Dead Space 2” - Anonymous
“X-Men is my favorite game because
I like superheroes” - Anonymous

“I don’t have one. Because I don’t enjoy
video games that much” - Angelo

“Call of Duty MW3 because all my friends
play it. And it’s fun.” - Anonymous

“Final Fantasy” - Shyra

“Wii system, because it has fun
games.” - Anonymous

“Rockband, because there are many options
with instruments and songs.” – Anonymous

“Bastion, Portal 2, Witcher 2: Assassins of Kings” - Joel (I excluded the 10
reasons and release info. Sorry.)

“Call of Dudy Black Ops” - Zander

“Mabinogi.” - Anonymous

Pokémon Platinum, because it brings
back memories; Modern Warfare 2
& 3; I love Skyrim, it’s a nice freestyle game.” – Anonymous

“Call of Duty, it has a lot going on” – Anonymous
“Diablo series… woo-hoo!” – Anonymous
“Assassin’s Creed 1 & 2; open world, and you
can do whatever” – [squiggly line signature]

“Pong” – Gabe
“Madden (football)” - Anonymous
“SKYRIM BECAUSE I AM THE
DRAGONBORN!” – Danny

